TO: Special Investigative Division

FROM: [Redacted]

REQUEST FOR SEARCH OF SPECIAL INDICES

Date of request: 9-18-73

Please complete following and return one copy to:

[Redacted]
Section

[Redacted]
Division

[Redacted]
Special Investigative

NAMES TO BE SEARCHED

John Winston [Redacted] - NR

KNOWN ALIASES

Results of Criminal and Security Special Indices Search
(attach separate sheet, if necessary)

INFORMATION CONTAINED

[Redacted] 167825910

Document Control No.

[Redacted]

Date 9-19-73

[Redacted]
To: MAC, New York
From: Director, FBI
REG-70 62-318 - 9020

Enclosed for your office is one copy of Department of Justice memorandum dated 9/18/73 requesting electronic surveillance information in accordance with specific questions set forth in the enclosed memorandum.

Conduct check in order to answer specific questions in enclosed memorandum and Criminal Division memorandum, 4/16/69, furnished field 5/2/69. Key answers to correspond with questions A through F. If results reveal positive information, insure microphone sources monitoring individuals involved are identified to the Bureau.

New York check captioned individual.

Submit your response to reach Bureau by COD 9/24/73. If positive, submit logs and pertinent documents by airtel.

Enclosure

Return to Mr. Room 1535.

MAIL ROOM
TELETYPE UNIT

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 10-11-73 BY 707
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

TO: Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation

FROM: Henry E. Petersen
Assistant Attorney General
Criminal Division

SUBJECT: In re John Winston Ono Lennon
Board of Immigration Appeals

The individual named on the attached list is the subject of a deportation proceeding before the Board of Immigration Appeals scheduled for October 29, 1973, at 2:00 p.m.

Would you please supply us with electronic surveillance information pertaining to the individual named on the attached list, following the form set forth in our memorandum to you dated April 16, 1969.

In addition, should your files reveal that the individual or the premises in which he had a proprietary interest were subjected to electronic surveillance, we would appreciate your furnishing Mr. Robert P. Weidner, Government Regulations Section, Criminal Division, with the following:

1. Logs disclosing the conversation of the individual and logs of any of the premises in which the individual is or was the owner, lessee, or licensee.

2. Any airtels which expand or summarize the portions of the logs disclosed unless fully reflected in the logs themselves.

3. Any memoranda, including reports to the Department of Justice, which expand or summarize the portions of the logs mentioned above or which demonstrate pertinent leads which may have come from the illegal electronic surveillance.

Enclosure

---

39-51-NEW

September 18, 1973

REC 70 62 318 9020

22 SEP 18 1973

NINE

105
It is also requested that you advise us whether the individual has been subjected to any lawful electronic surveillance, including such surveillance where one of the parties may have consented to the surveillance, as well as such surveillance conducted pursuant to the provisions of Title III of Public Law 90-351.

If your records indicate that the individual has used names other than that given, please check your electronic surveillance indices with respect to the additional names.

Attachment
Name: John Winston Ong Lennon
Wife: Alien Citizen of Japan, age 40
Entry: Entered U.S. at New York 8/13/71
Present Address: Dakota House, Central Park West, New York City (most recent)
Prior Address: 105 Bank Street
New York City
Aliases: None Known
Date of Birth: October 9, 1940
Place of Birth: Liverpool, England
Citizenship: English Citizen
Employment: Entertainer
Last Place of Employment:
Attorney: Leon Wildes
515 Madison
New York, New York 10022
Proceeding Date: October 29, 1973, 2:00 p.m.
AR023 NY CODED

805PM NITEL 9-21-73 NFM

TO DIRECTOR

FROM NEW YORK (92-4564) 1 P

ELSUR, JOHN WINSTON ONE LEMON, BUDED: 9-24 73.

REBUEQUENCY TO NEW YORK, 9-19-73.

THE SPECIAL INDICES OF THE NYS AND CORRESPONDING RECORDS
WERE REVIEWED IN ACCORDANCE WITH CRIMINAL DIVISION MEMORANDUM
DATED 4-16-69, CONCERNING CAPTIONED INDIVIDUAL, WITH THE FOLLOWING
RESULTS:

(A) NO
(B) NO
(C-F) NOT APPLICABLE

SUCH A REVIEW FAILED TO INDICATE THAT LEMON OR PREMISES
IN WHICH HE HAD PROPRIETARY INTEREST HAVE BEEN SUBJECTED TO ANY
LAWFUL ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE.

END

REC-70 62-318-9021

20 OCT 4 1973

3/3
6 OCT 11 1973
Assistant Attorney General
Criminal Division
Director, FBI

JOHN WINTON ONO LENNON

9-55

ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE (EVeY

Reference is made to your memorandum dated September 19, 1973, exp:JLM:KFP:ar, 39-51-KFP, requesting electronic surveil-

[Redacted]

On the basis of identifying data provided by the Department concerning captioned individual(s), a review has been made of appro-
priate records. (He was) (They were) not the subject(s) of a direct
electronic surveillance nor were any of (his) (their) conversations
monitored by an electronic device of the FBI. Further, this Bureau did
not maintain any electronic surveillance on premises which were known
to have been owned, leased, or licensed by the above individual(s).

It is suggested that other Federal investigative agencies be
contacted to determine if they had coverage of the subject(s).

REC. 70 62 318- 90 22

EX.105 10 OCT 4 1973

NOTE: The above individual's name was cleared with SA
Intelligence Division.

Return to Mr. Room 1535.
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Transmit the following in

VIA COURIER

To: Director, FBI

From: Legat, Ottawa (105-0-3188)

Subject: PEACE STATION NETWORK
IS - MISCELLANEOUS
(NEW LEFT - FOREIGN INFLUENCE - CANADA)

Enclosed for the information of the Bureau are the original and two copies of RCMP letter dated 4-21-TX,(U) together with two copies of the two enclosures thereto.

There is no prior record of the captioned subject in the files of the Ottawa Office or of any of the individuals mentioned in the enclosed RCMP letter.

Note paragraph four of RCMP letter.

4 - Bureau (Enc. 7)
1 cc - Liaison Direct
1 cc - Baltimore

OTT
MLI:jhc

Copy to

Approved:
Special Agent in Charge

Sent
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UPGRADED EXCEPT WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE.
CONFIDENTIAL

April 21, 1970.

Mr. Moss Lee Innes,
c/o U.S. Embassy,
Ottawa, Ontario.

Dear Sir:

Attached is a copy of a letter dated March 18, 1970 which was received from Mr. Edward MARZOA of Radio Station WJWL in Georgetown, Delaware and a copy of our reply to Mr. MARZOA dated April 21, 1970.

2. According to the February 20, 1970 edition of the Telegram (Toronto daily newspaper), Mr. Ritchie Yorke of Toronto, Ontario was endeavouring to set up a "Peace Network", being a loose organization of radio stations aimed at promoting the July 3/5, 1970 Mosport Peace Festival at Mosport, Ontario.

3. The Mosport Peace Festival was initiated by John Lennon (of Beatle fame) and his wife, while visiting Canada during December 1969. To facilitate the "peace festival", which in fact would be a youth orientated rock festival, Ritchie Yorke and John Grover, both of Toronto, Ontario, were engaged as advertising and expediting co-ordinators for promotion of the "festival". The Mosport location for the "festival" was recently vetoed by the Ontario Municipal Board and at the present time it is not certain whether the "festival" will proceed at some other location.

4. Should Mr. MARZOA contact your Agency, you may verbally pass the information contained in paragraphs 2 and 3 to him.

Yours truly,

(J.E.M. Barrett),
Assistant Commissioner,
Director, Security and Intelligence.

ENClOsure
Mr. Edward Marzoa,
Radio Station WJWL,
Georgetown, Delaware.

Dear Sir:

This will acknowledge receipt of your letter dated March 18, 1970 concerning the lobbying of a youth delegation under the auspices of "Peace Station Network" of 120 Avenue Road, Toronto 5, Ontario for the purpose of having WJWL broadcast 5-minute "peace" programs.

We regret that we are unable to supply you with the information which you requested, as government policy requires us to liaise with the Federal Bureau of Investigation in matters related to enquiries of this nature. We therefore suggest you redirect your enquiry to the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

Yours truly,

(S.V.M. Chisholm) Supt.
March 18, 1970

Royal Canadian Mounted Police
Montreal, Canada

Gentlemen:

WJWL has been approached by the Peace Station Network of 120 Avenue Road, Toronto 5, Ontario, Canada, to participate in a network of stations broadcasting 5-minute "peace" programs.

On a telephone listener opinion program on WJWL, I read the proposal, then solicited listener response to the question of whether WJWL should or should not air the "peace" programs.

The response was overwhelmingly against such programming, and advised the Peace Station Network to remove WJWL and our FM affiliate, WSPA, from their mailing lists.

I was subsequently approached by a youth delegation with a petition in hand claiming the station was unfair in refusal of time. We were abrogating the constitutionally guaranteed freedom of expression. I tried to explain that this was a Canadian organization, with no claim to any U.S. rights. Not satisfied, they claimed it was "their right to hear" that I was infringing on. Well, to head off any prolonged debate, I agreed to listen to a tape from the Peace Station Network people if they would procure one. After no review was made, we would take a final judgment.

The purpose of this letter is not to solicit any program recommendation from your organization. It is rather, to ascertain if the Royal Canadian Mounted Police has any information which may shed some light on the Peace Station Network. I would like to know who the officers are; what their purposes are; how they are financed; and why the Canadian base. I have my suspicions.

The decision of course is mine. I would appreciate however, something more concrete than my intimation to support whatever that decision may be.

I would appreciate an early response.

Sincerely,

WJWL

Edward Marzocchi
Manager

EM/mtf
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9-63510 (ENTIRE FILE) HEADQUARTERS
TO: DIRECTOR (ATTN: DDC) AND SAC'S, NEWARK
    SAN DIEGO
    WASHINGTON FIELD

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK

ALLAMUCHY TRIBE, IS DASH NEW LEFT, CALREP

INSTANT DATE, SOURCE, WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION
IN THE PAST, ADVISED THAT THE ALLAMUCHY TRIBE IS TO OPEN AN
OFFICE IN NYC DURING THE NEXT TWO WEEKS. SOURCE STATED THIS
GROUP WAS FORMED FROM MEETINGS HELD AT THE PETER STUYVESANT
FARM, ALLAMUCHY, NJ, DURING THE LAST MONTH. MEMBERS OF THIS
GROUP, HEADED BY RENNIE DAVIS, INCLUDE STU ALPERT, J. CRAVEN.
SOURCE NOTED ALL INDIVIDUALS PARTICIPATING IN THIS ENTITY WERE
HARD-Core LEFT ACTIVISTS FORMERLY ASSOCIATED WITH MAYDAY
AND PEOPLES COALITION FOR PEACE AND JUSTICE (PCPJ). SOURCE
FURTHER ADVISED THE PURPOSE OF THIS GROUP WAS TO DIRECT
MOVEMENT ACTIVITIES DURING THE ELECTION YEAR TO CULMINATE WITH

[Signatures]

6269/21/72

CLOSER DESTROY - PENDING EXPLOITATION

ALL INFORMATION HEREIN IS VICTORIOUS

DATE OF REFILE 1/21/72
Demonstrations at the Republican Convention August next. Source noted a large sum of money has been given to this group by John Lennon. John Lennon is identified as former member of the Beatles rock group, who is currently residing in NYC.

Administrative

[Redacted]

The New York office is opening a separate case captured "Allamuchy Tribe." Copy provided San Diego due to interest in forthcoming national convention. Information copy provided Newark.

Leads

Washington field

Contact sources re activities of Ronnie Davis and PCPJ and forward any information regarding formation of Allamuchy tribe.
TO: CHIEF CLERK

Subject: John Winston Lennon

Alias: John Lennon

Address: 150 Bank St, NYC

Birth Date: 1940
Birthplace: London, England
Race: 
Sex: Male

Exact Spelling: 
All References: 
Main Criminal Case Files Only: 
Criminal References Only: 
Main Subversive (If no Main, list all Subversive References): 
Subversive References Only: 
Main Criminal (If no Main, list all Criminal References):

File & Serial Number: 
Remarks: 

File & Serial Number: 
Remarks: 

See att

Requested by: 
Squad: 42
Extension: 4448
File No.: 

Search by: 
Consolidated by: b7c
Reviewed by: (date) 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 2-2-72

File Review Symbols

I - Identical
NI - Not Identical
? - Not identifiable
U - Unavailable reference 
SPC 873-385

[Handwritten note: 1364/10/19/72]
LENNON, JOHN  1/72  100-157118-13  1/72
LENNON, JOHN  12/71  100-174925-1 12/71  100-156163-24  2/71
LENNON, JOHN  1/17  100-161445-1516  2/71
LENNON, JOHN  2/71  100-171660-23
TRANSMIT THE FOLLOWING IN CODE

URGENT

TO:

DIRECTOR, PHI (ATT: DIO) & SAG, NEWARK, NEW JERSEY.

PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA.

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA.

WASHINGTON, D.C., WASHINGTON FIELD.

FROM:

SAC, NEW YORK (100-175228)

CHANGED, ELECTION YEAR STRATEGY INFORMATION CENTER (EYIC), IS NEW LEFT, CALREP.

TITLE "CHANGED" DUE TO GROUP BEING ORGANIZED BY RENNIE DAVIS, FORMERLY KNOWN AS ALLAMUCHY TRIES, HAS NOW CHANGED ITS NAME AS THE PUBLIC WILL SOON BECOME AWARE OF ITS EXISTANCE AND PURPOSE (ANTI-CALREP ACTIVITIES.)

FIRST SOURCE, WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAST, ADVISED THIS DATE EYIC HAS MOVED INTO OFFICE SPACE IN THE VICINITY OF TENTH STREET AND HUNSON STREET, IN PHILADELPHIA. EYIC WAS FORMED FOR PURPOSE OF DIRECTING NEW LEFT ACTIVITIES DURING ELECTION YEAR TO CULMINATE WITH DEMONSTRATIONS AT THE REPUBLICAN CONVENTION AUGUST, NEXT (e)

A SECOND SOURCE, WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAST, ADVISED JANUARY TWENTY SEVEN, LAST, MEMBERS OF GROUP INCLUDES JERRYS WOOD, STE ALBRENT, RENNE DAVIS, JAY CRAVEN, CAROL CRAVEN, CAROL KITCHEN AND J.S.

SPECIAL AGENT IN CHARGE

CONFIDENTIAL
NY 100-175228
PAGE TWO

DROBENARE, MAJOR FINANCIAL BACKER APPEARS TO BE JOHN LENNON,
FORMERLY OF THE BEATLES ROCK MUSIC GROUP. SOURCE ADVISED
ALBERT AND RUBIN ARE IN CONSTANT CONTACT WITH LENNON REGARDING
GROUP.

SECOND SOURCE ADVISED JANUARY TWENTY ONE, FEST, THAT
A FACTION OF THE PEOPLES COALITION FOR PEACE AND JUSTICE (PCPJ)
MET AT ALLAMUCHY, NEW JERSEY ON DECEMBER SEVENTEEN, SEVENTY ONE,
THRU EIGHTEEN, SEVENTY ONE, AND THAT THEY HAVE SINCE HELD A
MEETING AT A PLACE LOCATED IN PENN, EXACT PLACE UNSPECIFIED. GROUP
INCLUDED BEFORE MENTIONED INDIVIDUALS.

PCPJ SELF-DESCRIBED AS ORGANIZATION CONSISTING OF
OVER ONE HUNDRED ORGANIZATIONS USING MASSIVE CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE
TO COMBAT WAR, RACISM, POVERTY AND REPRESSIO. ITS NATIONAL
OFFICE LOCATED AT ONE FIVE SIX FIFTH AVE., NYC, ROOM FIVE TWO
SEVEN.

ADMINISTRATIVE

REMEMBER TO BUREAU, JANUARY TWENTY ONE, I.A.A., CAPTIONED
"ALLAMUCHY TRIBE, PRO-NEW LEFT, CARPEP."
NY 100-175228
PAGE THREE

FIRST SOURCE IS [REDACTED]
SECOND SOURCE IS [REDACTED]

COPY OF TEL BEING SENT PITTSBURGH AND PHILADELPHIA
FOR FUTURE LEAD VALUE.

NEW YORK ATTEMPTING TO LOCATE OFFICE SPACE

SO AS TO EFFECT APPROPRIATE COVERAGE

NEWARK AT ALLAMUCHY, NEW JERSEY. IDENTIFY EXISTANCE
OF PETER STUYVESANT FARM AND OCCUPANTS

TWO. IMMEDIATELY OBTAIN TOLL CALLS FOR NYBNE AT
FARM FOR PAST THREE MONTHS. SUBMIT TO NEW YORK AND BUREAU,
ATT: ADP UNIT - NEW LEFT, SECTION.

THREE. SURVEY SOURCES,
WASHINGTON FIELD CONTACT SOURCES REGARDING ACTIVITIES
YOUR SUBJECTS DAVIS AND CULLEN CONCERNING THIS GROUP. SUTTEL.
RESULTS OF ABOVE LEADS.

Approved: ___________________  Sent ____________  M Per ___________
ELECTION YEAR STRATEGY INFORMATION CENTER (EYSIC)
SM-NL (CALREP)

ON INSTANT DATE PERSONNEL AT INS, NYC ADVISED
THAT JOHN WINSTON LENNON, DOB TEN NINE FORTY, POB ENGLAND,
ARRIVED NYC ON AUGUST ELEVEN SIXTY EIGHT UNDER A B DASH
TWO VISITOR'S STATUS. HE LEFT THE UNITED STATES AND
REENTERED NOW HOLDING H DASH ONE TEMPORARY VISIA STATUS
WHICH EXPIRES END OF FEBRUARY INSTANT. LENNON HAS APPLIED
FOR ANOTHER B DASH TWO STATUS LEADING UPTO BECOMING A
UNITED STATES CITIZEN. INS FILE LOCATED CENTRAL OFFICE INS,
WDC CHARGED TO BASIS MASON TELEPHONE TWO ZERO TWO DASH
SIX TWO SIX DASH ONE THREE THREE SIX. LENNON'S ALIEN NUMBER
A ONE SEVEN FIVE NINE SEVEN THREE TWO ONE.
HE IS PRESENTLY MARRIED TO YOKO ONO LENNON.

IRS LIST NYC RESIDENCE AS SAINT REGIS HOTEL,
ONE FIFTY BANK STREET. LENNON HAS SINCE MOVED TO UNKNOWN ADDRESS.

LEAD

WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE IMMEDIATELY REVIEW IRS FILE REGARDING LENNON, AND FORWARD BACKGROUND INCLUDING PHOTO OF SUBJECT TO NYC.
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (ATT: DID) AND SACs, NEWARK, SAN DIEGO
WASHINGTON FIELD

FROM: NEW YORK (100-New)

SUBJECT: ALLAMUCHY TRIBE
IS-NEW LEFT
CALREP

INFORMATION IN THE PAST ADVISED AS FOLLOWS: [X](U)

CAPTIONED GROUP HAS PURCHASED TWO STORIES OF WAREHOUSE:
SPACES ON HUDSON ST. TO BE USED AS OFFICES. THIS SPACE PRESENTLY
BEING EQUIPPED WITH FURNISHINGS AND OFFICE EQUIPMENT AND WILL
BE OPERATIONAL NEAR FUTURE. ALLEGEDLY JOHN LENNON HAS
CONTRIBUTED SEVENTY FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS AND ONE,
FIFTEEN THOUSAND DOLLARS TO AID IN THE FORMATION OF CAPTIONED
ENTITY.

100-175319 2/72

CONFIDENTIAL

SEARCHED

SERIALIZED

FILED

17/24/72
Rennie Davis purported one of the initial aims
of this group would be to attempt to purchase the Liberation
News Service. Due to the LNS' financial crisis Davis plans
to use LNS as a media tool of the Allamuchy Tribe. X (u)
Administrative

RL NY teletype, January Twenty-One, last.
Source is identified as

Affording close coverage of matter on advice of bureau. (X)(u)

CONFIDENTIAL
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100-175319-5
ELECTION YEAR STRATEGY INFORMATION CENTER (EYSIC)

NEW "NEW LEFT" GROUP FORMED

Operating under the cumbersome title of Election Year Strategy Information Center is a new organization which has been formed to direct New Left protest activities during the 1972 election year, with these efforts geared to culminate in massive demonstrations at the Republican National Convention in San Diego in August. Before finally settling on this name, EYSIC was known both as the Allamuchy Tribe and the International News Service, names which some members of the group still occasionally use. Organizers of this band of activists are seasoned veterans of protest: Rennie Davis, Jerry Rubin, Stewart Albert, and Jay Craven. (CONFIDENTIAL)

Finances do not seem to be an immediate problem for EYSIC since John Lennon, formerly with The Beatles musical group, has reportedly contributed $75,000 to this embryonic organization. Lennon's money and name have placed him in a position of considerable influence in EYSIC—no key planning sessions are being held without Lennon (pictured at left). Lennon, a British subject, has also taken steps to acquire American citizenship. (CONFIDENTIAL)

EYSIC is headquartered in New York City in space rented in a warehouse on Hudson Street. Plans are being generated there to get EYSIC members to appear at major primary elections in 1972 to confront the candidates with the "New Left message" and to additionally encourage individuals to travel to San Diego to demonstrate in August against the Republican Party. (CONFIDENTIAL)
A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE, RELIABLE IN THE PAST, MARY TWO, LACT, MOST STAFF MEMBERS OF PEOPLE'S CO-OP, PEACE AND JUSTICE (PCPJ) FORMERLY OPERATING OUT OF WASHINGTON, D.C. (WDC), AND ELSEWHERE, ALL OF WHOM HAVE CLOSE COLLECTIVE CONNECTIONS, TRANSFERRED TO NEW YORK CITY DURING MID JANUARY, SEVENTY-TWO, TO INSTITUTE EYSCIC.' SOURCE LOST PERSONNEL TRANSFER TO NYC INITIATED BY SELECTION OF REHIE DAVIS, CONVICTED CHICAGO SEVEN CONSPIRACY TRIAL DEFENDANT. SOURCE IDENTIFIED TRANSFEREES AS CAROLE SUE CULLUM, GRAVEN, CHRISTINE HARRIET JOHNSON, STEWART ALPERT, NOREEN, ALLAN ALPERN, MIKE DROBINAH, MIKE WEBER, AND WINSLOW PECK.
SOURCE INDICATED THESE INDIVIDUALS STAYING AT TOM HERCH'S APARTMENT, SIX HUNDRED WEST ONE HUNDRED ELEVENTH STREET, NYC.

PHONE NUMBER (TWO ONE TWO) SEVEN FOUR NINE FIVE EIGHT ONE

CONFIDENTIAL

SOURCE STATED THAT JOHN LENNON, FORMER BEATLES ROCK SINGER MEMBER, AND HIS WIFE YOKO ONO LENNON, ARE CURRENTLY VACATIONING IN THE VIRGIN ISLANDS FOR HEALTH REASONS, AND MOST EYSIC PLANNING MEETINGS WILL BE POSTPONED UNTIL THEIR RETURN TO NYC-PROBABLY THE SECOND WEEK OF FEBRUARY, SEVENTY-FOUR. ACCORDING TO THE SOURCE, JOHN LENNON HAS FINANCIALLY CONTRIBUTED TO EYSIC.

ADMINISTRATIVE

RE NY TELS TO BUREAU, FEBRUARY TWO, LAST.

SOURCE UTILIZED IS

SOURCE UTILIZED BY WFO MOST LIKELY TO REPORT ON EYSIC ACTIVITIES IN FUTURE. SOURCE CURRENTLY DIRECTED TO DEVELOP

END PAGE TWO

PAGE THREE

INFORMATION RE SAME. OTHER WFO SOURCES FAMILIAR WITH NEW LEFT ACTIVITIES CURRENTLY UNAWARE OF EYSIC.

WFO INITIATED SEARCH OF CENTRAL INS FOR JOHN AND YOKO BUSH FILE. WFO WILL REVIEW AND FURNISH RESULTS WHEN COMPLETED.

ONE COPY TO SAN DIEGO VIA AIR MAIL.
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-175438) (P)

SUBJECT: CHANGED
YOUTH ELECTION STRATEGY, aka,
PROJECT "YES"
IS-NEW LEFT
(CO: NY)

Title is changed to reflect corre-
captioned matter.

ReBuairtel, 2/15/72.

On 2/17/72, [REDACTED] advised that the Youth Election
Strategy is the videotape arm of the Election Year Strategy
Information Center (EYSIC), which will eventually attempt to
purchase the Liberation New Service in New York City. This
group is controlled by JOHN LENNON, RENNIE DAVIS and JERRY
RUBIN who are also the key figures in EYSIC. They will make
the contacts for videotapes, films, special events and
entertainers to raise money for the group to finance EYSIC's
anti-calrepet demonstrations.

At the present, they have no separate office in
New York City, however, they are working out of the Global
Village which is a media - TV type of organization.

LHM will follow.

3 - Bureau (RM)
   (1 - 100 - EYSIC)
2 - Los Angeles (RM)
3 - San Diego (RM)
   (1 - 100 - EYSIC)
3 - Washington Field (RM)
   (1 - 100 - EYSIC)
New York copies cont'd.
New York
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>100-163425</td>
<td>DAVIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>100-157178</td>
<td>RUBIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>100-175319</td>
<td>LENNON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>100-175228</td>
<td>EYSIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>100-174678</td>
<td>CLAREP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>100-163250</td>
<td>LNS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Memorandum

TO: SAC New York (100-157178)
P
FROM: SA b7C

SUBJECT: Jerry Rubin
SM - Your International Party
(Extremist)
(Revolution)
(100-157178)
John Winston Lennon
SM - NL
(100-157319)

Captured subjects will appear on the Mike Douglas Show, WCBStv, New York Channel 2 TV on 2/22/72. Show begins at 9:30 pm and runs until 11:00 pm.

It seems that both subjects are currently of interest to the Bureau is that New York as origin it is requested that Section 14 record the show.

100-157319
100-175319
Section 14 Supervision

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
On February 22, 1972, Jerry Rubin appeared on the Mike Douglas Television Show which was aired on Channel II, Columbia Broadcasting System, from 4:30 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. John Lennon, formerly with the Beatles musical group, and his wife were co-hosts on this show. This program was tape recorded and pertinent statements made by Rubin are included in this memorandum.

Mike Douglas introduced Jerry Rubin stating his feelings were quite negative concerning Rubin but that John Lennon wanted him on the show.

John Lennon stated that Rubin was not at all like his image as he and his wife were not like their image. He stated he found something in Rubin that was artistic.

Mike Douglas asked, "What is Jerry Rubin thinking about these days?"

Rubin stated, "Glad you asked that! We're going to support Nixon for President, because by going to China he is furthering communist revolution throughout the world, and also encouraging communism at home. Anything to get elected! Even though it's not appreciated by the right wing, it's appreciated by the left. I'm just kidding! What he has really done is automate the war in Vietnam so that its machines killing people create a situation where 43 people can be murdered at Attica, create a situation where four kids can be killed at Kent State and people are afraid. The atmosphere of the country is one of his debts. I think the administration did this, and he is the symbol of it. And so I'm working very hard with people all over the country to defeat Nixon."
Jerry Clyde Rubin

When questioned about the "Movement," Rubin stated that "the way the movement has changed is the pressure is so heavy that if anybody does anything, gets arrested, jailed, killed, that people are very pessimistic."

Douglas stated he had heard that Rubin was against drugs and this was the reason he was in favor of having him on the program. Rubin stated he was not against drugs but against heroin. Rubin stated, "the police are the protectors of the heroin trade, and heroin is used against Black people and against some white people right now, as a killer drug. Too many young kids are taking downers and heroin, because they see no future for themselves in this country, they see no hope in changing the country, they see no decent life in which they can be creative and express themselves, so they shoot into their veins and take a pill. And that's the society's fault, as it offers no alternative. As a revolutionary movement, we've got to give an alternative."

When questioned about voting, Rubin stated that all young people should vote as a block, just like women should vote as a block. "We've got to get Nixon out of the White House because we've got to stop the automated war in Vietnam. It's power if we vote together. We shouldn't vote for any candidate that doesn't automatically withdraw everything from Vietnam. And we ought to go to both Conventions in Miami and San Diego and non-violently make our presence felt and stand on the issues. If we do anything any other way, we'll be killed."

When questioned as to what he thinks is right in this country, Rubin stated that what's right is the fact that there are people in the country who want to change it. He stated that what he thought was beautiful about it, is that the children of America want to change the country and are going to.
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-131719)

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-157178)

SUBJECT: JERRY CLYDE RUBIN
SM-YIP
(EXTREMIST)
(KEY ACTIVIST)
(00:NY)

RE: MTel, 2/22/72 captioned, "DAVID TYRE DELLINGER, aka, ET AL (TRAVEL OF DEFENDANTS), ARL-CONSPIRACY; COC," relating that RUBIN was to appear on the Mike Douglas Show, 2/22/72.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 10 copies of an LHM concerning RUBIN's appearance on the Mike Douglas Show, 2/22/72. Five copies of LHM are enclosed for Chicago.

The tape recording of RUBIN's remarks on the above program is being exhibited in NY file 176-9 (JERRY CLYDE RUBIN).

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HERIN - UNCLASSIFIED

DATE: 4/14/72

Approved: [Signature]
Special Agent in Charge
On February 3, 1972, a confidential source advised that a group headed by RENNARD CORDON DAVIS, also known as Rennie Davis, is in its first phase of planning for disruption at the Republican National Convention (RNC) to be held in San Diego, California, from August 21 - August 23, 1972. According to this source, DAVIS and other associates from the People's Coalition for Peace and Justice (PCPJ) recently moved from Washington, D.C. to New York City.


PCPJ in a press release dated March 1, 1971, described itself as being headquartered in Washington, D.C. and consisting of over 100 organizations which are using massive civil disobedience to combat racism, poverty, repression and war.
YOUTH ELECTION STRATEGY, ALSO
KNOWN AS PROJECT "YES"

According to this source, the plans for San Diego include rock concerts featuring JOHN LENNON, formerly of the Beatles rock music group, and his wife, YOKO ONO, as the main crowd drawers backed up by lesser rock group talents.

It was further related by this source that dates have been reportedly been arranged in Florida and New Hampshire and the concerts will include speeches by JERRY RUBIN and RENNIE DAVIS, along with LENNON who will urge the audience to (a) register to vote; (b) work for the legalization of marijuana; and (c) get to San Diego for the GOP Convention.

This source further stated that conflicting reports make it difficult to analyze the proposed activities of JOHN LENNON at this time. While this source indicates LENNON may be coming to San Diego, other indications are that he will perform along the East Coast only and contribute a portion of his proceeds to the San Diego Convention Coalition.

JERRY RUBIN is a convicted defendant of the so-called Conspiracy 7 Trial, Chicago, Illinois, in the period of September, 1969 - February, 1970, involving those persons earlier indicted for violation of the Federal Anti-Riot Statute.

SDCC is a group comprised of representatives of various radical groups in San Diego, California, which was formed for active opposition to the United States Government through "serious, determined, and long term social upheaval."

The aforementioned confidential source, along with other confidential sources familiar with certain phases of New Left activity in the San Diego area, advised...
YOUTH ELECTION STRATEGY, ALSO KNOWN AS PROJECT "YES"

on February 24, 1972, that information has been received in San Diego regarding proposed activities of a group headed by RENNIE DAVIS and including JOHN LENNON in connection with the RNC but no specific information has been received regarding any such activities under the name of Election Year Strategy Information Center (EYSIC) or Youth Election Strategy, also known as Project "Yes." (X) (U)

EYSIC is a group formed from meetings held at the Peter Stuyvesant Farm, Allamuchy, New Jersey, during December, 1971. The group is headed by RENNIE DAVIS and was organized for the purpose of directing New Left activities during the election year and to culminate with demonstrations at the 1972 RNC. On January 28, 1972, the group changed its name from Allamuchy Tribe to EYSIC.

Youth Election Strategy, also known as Project "Yes," is the video-tape arm of EYSIC which will eventually attempt to purchase the Liberation News Service in New York City. This group is controlled by JOHN LENNON, RENNIE DAVIS, and JERRY RUBIN, who are also key figures in EYSIC. They will make the contacts for video tapes, films, special events, and entertainers to raise money for the group to finance demonstrations in opposition to the RNC. (U)

Liberation News Service (LNS) publishes news packets in New York City on a weekly basis and the packets are sold to radical New Left underground newspapers.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
Title: YOUTH ELECTION STRATEGY, ALSO KNOWN AS PROJECT "YES".

Character

Reference: Memorandum dated and captioned as above at San Diego, California.

All sources (except any listed below) used in referenced communication have furnished reliable information in the past.
TO: DIRECTOR, F.B.I.
FROM: SAC, SAN DIEGO (100-16434) (P)

CALREP: YOUTH ELECTION STRATEGY, aka
       Project "Yes"
       IS - NEW LEPT
       (00: New York)

Re Bureau airtel dated 2/15/72 and New York
airtel dated 2/17/72.

Forwarded herewith to the Bureau are eleven (11)
copies of an LHM concerning captioned organization.

Two copies are forwarded herewith to New York
and one copy each to Los Angeles and Washington Field
Office for information.

One copy each of this LHM is being disseminated
locally at San Diego to the U.S. Secret Service; Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms Division (ATFD); U.S. Naval
Investigative Service Office (NISO); and the U.S.
Attorney, San Diego.

2 - Bureau (Enc. 11) (RM)
2 - New York (100-175436) (Enc. 2) (RM)
1 - Los Angeles (Enc. 1) (Info) (RM) CLASS. & EXT. BY: REASON-PICN II, 12142 REASON-PICN II, 12142
1 - WFO (Enc. 1) (Info) (RM)
9 - San Diego
       (2 - 100-16434)
       (2 - 100-16372)
       (2 - 100-16200 Sub 2)
       (1 - 134-995A)
       (1 - 134-993A)

JHS: jam
(15)

Approved: Special Agent in Charge

Sent: 678

ALL INFORMATION
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT
WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE.
Dissemination of this LEM is being to NISO, San Diego, inasmuch as San Diego is home of the First Fleet and, therefore, NISO has a direct interest in developments pertaining to CALREP.

One copy of this LEM is being disseminated to the U.S. Attorney in San Diego in order that he may be apprised of developments dealing with CALREP.

Information contained in this LEM has been made available to local law enforcement agencies in San Diego, California.

The enclosed LEM is being classified "Confidential" as it contains information from documents so classified and because it contains information of a nature that its unauthorized disclosure would be prejudicial to the defense interests of the United States.

Sources mentioned in the enclosed LEM, contacted on 2/24/72, are identified as follows:

Contacted on 2/24/72:

[Redacted]

The thumbnail sketch of Youth Election Strategy, aka Project "Yes," set out in the LEM is based on information furnished [Redacted].

LEADS

SAN DIEGO

At San Diego, California. Will maintain contact with sources and informants and report any planned activities of captioned organization in form suitable for dissemination.
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Election Year Strategy
Information Center, formerly known as the Allamuchy Tribe

On January 21, 1972, a source, who has furnished reliable information in the past, advised that a group of individuals calling themselves the Allamuchy Tribe, met at the Peter Stuyvesant Farm in Allamuchy, New Jersey, during December, 1971. The source advised that Rennie Davis headed the group along with Stewart Albert and Jay Craven. Jay Craven and the other individuals in attendance were either members of the May Day Collective (MDC) or Peoples Coalition for Peace and Justice (PCPJ). The source further advised that the purpose of the meeting was to establish a group of individuals to coordinate New Left Movement activities during the election year, to culminate with demonstrations at the Republic National Conventions in San Diego, California during August, 1972.

Rennie Davis

On February 18, 1970, Rennie Davis, whose true name is Rennard Cordon Davis, was found guilty in United States District Court, Northern District of Illinois,

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
Election Year Strategy
Information Center

Chicago, Illinois, for violation of the Federal Antiriot Law Statute in that he traveled in interstate commerce from outside the State of Illinois with intent to incite, organize, promote and encourage a riot on or about August 28, 1968. On February 20, 1970, Davis received 23 individual and separate criminal contempt citations regarding the above trial, and was sentenced to serve two years, one month and nine days regarding these citations. Davis was incarcerated February 14, 1970, Cook County Jail, Chicago, and released on $25,000 bond on February 28, 1970, pending trial. During January, 1971, Davis organized the MDC at Washington, D.C. to exert an influence on the PCPJ policies concerning the planning of a massive anti-war demonstration at Washington, D.C. during May, 1971.

Stewart Albert

On April 25, 1966, a second source, who has furnished reliable information in the past, advised that Stewart Albert was arrested on April 12, 1966 at Berkeley, California, along with other Progressive Labor Party (PLP) members while demonstrating in front of the Berkeley City Hall.

PLP

The PLP was founded in 1962 by individuals expelled from the Communist Party, USA, for following the Chinese Communist line. Its objective is the establishment of a militant working-class movement based on Marxism-Leninism and Mao Tse-tung thought.

MDC

The MDC in New York City (NYC) is publicly known as an organization that participated in demonstrations in Washington, D.C. during the first week in May, 1971, sponsored by the PCPJ.
Election Year Strategy
Information Center

PCPJ

The PCPJ is self-described as an organization consisting of over 100 organizations using massive civil disobedience to combat war, racism, poverty and repression. Its National Office is located at 156 5th Avenue, NYC, Room 527.

On January 24, 1972, the first source advised that John Winston Lennon, who was formerly associated with the Beatles Music Group, donated $75,000 and [redacted] donated $15,000 to the group to finance their activities. &  #

Mary Boulton

Mary Boulton is the widow of the late Frank Bancroft. The now defunct "New York Journal American" in its November 28, 1952 issue, carried an article entitled, "Oust Teacher, Wife of UN Aide." This article related that the wife of Frank Bancroft, a United Nations Executive that was suspended for refusal to answer a question if he was a communist, had lost her substitute teacher's license in the State of New York. The article related that her husband had been subpoenaed by a Federal Grand Jury, later for appearance before a Senate Internal Security Subcommittee. The article further related that Mrs. Bancroft had failed to appear when she was summoned for questioning concerning a Board of Education Probe into Communism.

On January 27, 1972, a third source, who has furnished reliable information in the past, advised that during December, 1971, a group of individuals calling themselves the Allamuchy Tribe had met in Allamuchy, New Jersey to discuss plans for coordinating demonstrations at the Republican National Convention in San Diego, California in August, 1972. The group included Carole Sue Cullem, Carol Mildred Kitchens, Michael Alan Drobenare and other individuals unknown to him who were members of the PCPJ in Washington, D.C., that had traveled to New Jersey for this particular meeting. Along
Election Year Strategy
Information Center

with Stewart Albert and Rennie Davis, Jerry Rubin appeared
to be in leadership at the meeting.

Jerry Rubin

On February 18, 1970, Jerry Rubin was found
guilty in United States District Court, Northern
District of Illinois, Chicago, Illinois for
violating the Federal Antiriot Law Statute for
traveling in interstate commerce from outside the
State of Illinois with intent to incite riots in
Chicago, Illinois during the Democratic National
Conventions in August, 1968. On February 20,
1970, he was sentenced to five years imprisonment
and fined $5,000. On February 28, 1970, the United
States Court of Appeals, Seventh Circuit, Chicago,
Illinois, ordered him released on $25,000 bond,
pending appeal of his conviction.

On January 28, 1972, the first source advised that the group formerly known as the Allamuchy Tribe had changed its name to the "Election Year Strategy Information Center" (EYSIC). This change was made as to be "more effectively known, since the general public would soon become aware of its anti-Republican National Convention activities."

On February 2, 1972, the first source advised that a meeting had been held at the Washington Square Methodist Church in NYC on January 29, 1972 to further discuss officers and finances of EYSIC. The group decided that a permanent staff of officers would be set up in the near future and that the officers would receive $125 per week salary.

On February 2, 1972, a fourth source, who has furnished reliable information in the past, advised that Christine Johnson, Noreen Banks, Allan Alpern, Mike Weber, and Winslow Peck, who are all members of the PCPJ in Washington, D.C., transferred to the PCPJ office in NYC to work on the EYSIC project. All of these individuals were to stay with Thomas Hirsch at Apartment 9EI, 600 West 111th Street, NYC. Tom Hirsch is also associated with the PCPJ in NYC.
Election Year Strategy
Information Center

On February 17, 1972, the first source advised
that individuals with EYSIC had formerly planned on using
a warehouse on the corner of West 10th Street and Hudson
Avenue in NYC as their headquarters. However, they had
abandoned the idea due to the warehouse space being in such
dilapidated condition. The source advised that at the present,
Jerry Rubin, Stewart Albert and John Winston Lennon are
working in office space at the Global Village, which is a TV
media type organization in NYC. They are coordinating
plans to purchase the Liberation News Service (LNS) in NYC and
use its wire service and mailing list to expand the activities
of EYSIC. This group, a segment of EYSIC is calling itself
the Youth Election Strategy (YES), and it has the financial
backing of Lennon.

LNS

The LNS is self-described as an underground
news wire service with headquarters in NYC which
publishes news packets weekly that are sold to
radical New Left underground newspapers. It was
founded in 1967 and reportedly has a paid
circulation over 600.

On February 23, 1972, a fifth source, who has
furnished reliable information in the past, advised that the
Global Village is located at 454 Broome Street, NYC. The
source further advised that several members of EYSIC are
making plans to form a musical band to travel to several
election primaries. They will eventually travel to San Diego,
California to participate in demonstrations at the Republican
National Convention.

CONFIDENTIAL
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-175228) (P)

SUBJECT: ELECTION YEAR STRATEGY INFORMATION CENTER (EYSIC)
IS-NEW LEFT
(CALREP)
(00: NY)

Re: Airtel, 1/26/72, Buairtel, 2/15/72, captioned Project "Yes" IS-NL, and NYairtel, 2/17/72, captioned Youth Election Strategy, IS-NL, 00: NY, NYfile 100-175438.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 10 copies of an LHM captioned and dated as above. Copies are being designated for those offices having PCFJ, May Day Collective, or National Political Conventions in their Divisions.

Copies of the LHM are also being designated to INS, 108 MIG, USA, SDNY, and USSS for information purposes.

2 - Bureau (Encls. 10) (RM)
1 - INS, NYC (Encl. 1) (RM)
4 - 108 MIG, NYC (Encl. 1) (RM)
1 - USA, SDNY (Encl. 1) (RM)
1 - USSS, NYC (Encl. 1) (RM)
2 - Albany (Encl. 2) (RM)
2 - Atlanta (Encl. 2) (RM)
3 - Boston (Encl. 3) (RM)
2 - Buffalo (Encl. 2) (RM)
2 - Indianapolis (Encl. 2) (EM)
2 - Los Angeles (Encl. 2) (RM)
2 - Miami (Encl. 4) (RM)
3 - San Diego (Encl. 5) (RM)
2 - San Francisco (Encl. 2) (RM)

Copies Cont'd.
1 - New York

[Handwritten annotations]

Approved: [Signature] Special Agent in Charge

Sent: 67C M Per
Two extra copies are being sent to Miami and San Diego in event they wish to furnish appropriate Military Intelligence Groups and USSS in their Divisions copies.

Captioned LHM is classified "Confidential" as to protect those who are continuing value, and the unauthorized disclosure of their identities could impair their future effectiveness and be prejudicial to the National defense interest of the United States.

The New York Division will follow captioned matter closely and forward promptly any information developed to the Bureau and interested offices.
LEADS

Receiving offices who are office of origin on individuals mentioned in this LHM are requested to furnish the NYO with background, descriptive data and a current photograph of their subjects. Receiving offices are also requested to contact informants in their Divisions who are acquainted with subjects mentioned; PCPJ; and May Day Collective, activities regarding information on captioned case.
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-175223) (P)

SUBJECT: ELECTION YEAR STRATEGY
INFORMATION CENTER
IS - NEW YORK
(CALIFORNIA)
(00:NY)

Re NY airtel and LEM dated 2/23/72; and San Diego
airtel and LEM dated 2/23/72 captioned 'YOUTH ELECTION SENATOR
IS - NL'.

On 3/1/72, Immigration Officer, Immigration and Naturalization Service, 20 West Broadway,
NYC, advised that on 3/1/72 IMS served notice to JOHN WINSTON LENNON and his wife YOKO OCHO LENNON to be out of the United
States by 3/15/72, that their visas had been recalled.

LEAD:

NEW YORK

AT NEW YORK, NEW YORK. Will keep Bureau advised

4-Bureau (RM)
2-Miami (RM)
2-San Diego (RM)
1-New York (100-175318) (LENNON)
1-New York (100-175433) (YES)

(12)
Memorandum

TO: SAC, NEW YORK (100-175319)

FROM: SUPV. #311

SUBJECT: JOHN WINSTON LENNON SM-NL

On 3/7/72, INS Investigator telephonically advised that captioned and his wife, YOKO ONO, were served on 3/6/72, with an order to show cause as to why they should not be deported from the US as over-stayed visitors.

Review of NY indices reflects ident case file as indicated presently assigned to Rotor #42.

The foregoing is furnished for information.
Re: JOHN WINSTON LENNON

John Winston Lennon, born October 9, 1940 in Liverpool, England, on November 20, 1960, at Marylebone Magistrates Court, London, pleaded guilty to possessing dangerous drugs (cannabis). He was fined £150 and ordered to pay £21 costs.

The records of the Visa Section, American Embassy, London, as of February 15, 1972, revealed that John Lennon last appeared at this embassy on August 13, 1971. He was
Re: JOHN WINSTON LENNON

issued a B-1 and B-2 (business and pleasure) visa for one entry to the United States for a six-week period, after a waiver of his visa ineligibility because of his criminal conviction had been cleared with U. S. Immigration and Naturalization Service.
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI
FROM : LEGAT, LONDON (165-5492) (I)
SUBJECT : ELECTION YEAR STRATEGY
           INFORMATION CENTER (LYSIC)
           IS - NEW LIFT
Re: Beccab 2-11-72.

Enclosed are the original and 4 copies of an LHM
relating to JOHN WINSTON LENNON.

A copy of the LHM has been disseminated to the Visa
Section, American Embassy, London.
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Method of delivery: in person

Received from (name or symbol number): b2 b20
Received by: SA b7c

Brief description of activity or material:
Irish Republican Club meeting, NYC
2/6/72.

Date(s) of activity: 2/6/72

File where original is located: b2 b20
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All necessary action taken.
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Date: 4/14/72
By: [Signature]
February 6, 1972

Irish

A meeting of the committee against internment in Northern Ireland took place at the Irish Institute at 326 West 48th St., at 4:05 PM.

An amendment to the purpose of the group was made, so that the body was now not just against internment, but also for the immediate withdrawal of British troops from Northern Ireland.

A speaker from the floor asked that the purpose of the body be amended to include support for the Irish Republican Army in money and even in guns. This motion wasn't even accepted by the chair, and the gentleman declared he would leave the meeting.

A steering committee was set up after much discussion and argumentation. The original committee contained two representatives from the following clubs: Irish Republican Clubs, Northern Aid Committee, National Association for Irish Freedom, and the American Committee for Ulster Justice.

Members of the Socialist Workers Party were present, and they came into the meeting as a unit and argued the following points: "with four organizations it's packed (the steering committee)...the steering committee must be broad, the four organizations have shown that they can't cooperate freely...it is important that the steering committee be representative of all tendencies and individuals...those people who want to take responsibility will be able to do so (in the broad steering committee). There are talented people who want to do work".

The broad steering committee motion was passed.
A March 1 or 4th action date was proposed. The SWP people called for a mass demonstration.

It was announced that JOHN LENNON had offered entertainment. One route proposed was a march from Columbus Circle to Bryant Park, or Central Park.

Someone suggested that all British people, and all British organizations be harassed, as the Jewish Defense League does with the Soviets.

A boycott of British goods was proposed.

It was suggested that the Irish ask the Chinese in the Hotel Roosevelt (Red Chinese) to talk to NIXON when he is in Peking. This idea was strongly put down.

Three members of the SWP (if not more) were named to the steering committee: RAY "MARKY" (1930-local of the New York Public Library System), GENE "BERTINE" of Local 1199, and NAT LONDON, formerly of the Peace Action Coalition. In all 28 names were accepted for the committee.

The Irish Republican Clubs are aware of the presence of SWP people, and they are watching them. MARY COTTER was a spokesman for the Irish group, and she's a SWP person (this occurred at a BOAC demonstration previous to this meeting), and as such served the interests of the Irish group rather than the SWP.
**Date received:** 2/7/72  
**Received from:** [Name or symbol number] (Protect Con)  
**Received by:** [Redacted]  
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**Confidential**  

**Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks):**
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- [ ] recording device
- [ ] written by informant
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- **Date:** 1/25/72
- **Date(s) of activity:** 1/25/72

**Dictated:** [Redacted]  
**Transcribed:** [Redacted]  
**Authenticated by Informant:** [Redacted]

**Brief description of activity or material:**
- Info re Election Year Strategy info  
  and other individuals.

**File where original is located if not attached:** 62-670

**Remarks:**

All necessary action taken.

1. 100-75319 (J.O.H.N. L.E.N.N.O.N.)  
2. 100- (J.E.R.R.Y. R.U.B.I.N.)  
3. 100-175216 (W.S.M.G.)  
4. 100-172108 (N.Y. SWITCHBOARD)  
5. 100-175228 (ELECTION JR INFO CAT)  

**CLASS & LAT. by:** [Redacted]  
**REASON:** FCIN 11  
**DATE OF REVIEW:** 1/22/72  
**ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE.**
NY 100-
COPIES CONTINUED:

1 - 100- (YOKO ONO)
1 - 100-174986 (NYRC)
1 - 105-100707 (RU)
1 - 100-153250 (UNS)
1 - 100-156088 (USCANLF-AIO)
1 - 100- (RED BALLOON COLLECTIVE PEOPLE)
Tuesday January 25, 1972

is the first sign of tightening in the open house procedure that has prevailed.

One Michael LNU, acting as front man for Rennie Davis, John Lennon and Jerry Rubin, came to Washington Square Meth to the NY Office and had a long discussion with William Kittredge about what was going down. The office will be opened in 2 weeks - 1 month at Hanson and 10th Street and will occupy 2 floors there. The staff that was brought from Washington, DC appear to have some problems with the middle leadership (Stu Alpert and Jay Craven in particular). The staff salaries are said to be $125 per week, and Ruby's presence in the top echelon in confirmed. The bulk of the is coming from Lennon-One.

Renner and Kittredge went to the NYLC loft to see William Smith about 8:00 p.m. and later went to Larry Levy's returning to the church at 1:30 a.m. (1/26/72)

Joseph Pissarevsky was in touch with Revolutionary Union, Dia Cooper with LNS, and C. Donham with AIO. The purpose of all these meetings was to discuss a conference format that this group has cooked up and to feel out the various groups vis a vis the Red Balloon people.
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TO: SAC, PHILADELPHIA
FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-169939)
SUBJECT: PCPJ IS - NEW LEFT

Date received | Received from (name or symbol number) | Received by
2/23/72 | 62 | 670 | SA 670

Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks):

☑ in person ☑ by telephone ☑ by mail ☑ orally ☑ recording device ☑ written by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:

Date
2/23/72

Dictated

Transcribed

Authenticated by Informant

Brief description of activity or material:

PCPJ activity

File where original is located if not attached

* INDIVIDUALS DESIGNATED BY AN ASTERISK * ONLY ATTENDED MEETING AND DID NOT ACTIVELY PARTICIPATE. VIOLENCE OR REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES WERE NOT DISCUSSED.

Information recorded on a card index by

or date

Remarks:

All necessary action taken.

DECLASSIFIED ON 5-2-83
BY 1671 RPS

7-Philadelphia (RM)
(1-100-)
(D. BERKEHAN)(RM)
(1-100-)
(HDC)(RM)
1-Boston (RM)
1-Buffalo (RM)
1-Newark (RM)
1-Tampa (100-)
(FLA. PLATFORM)(RM)
1-Washington Field (100-)
(RENNIE DAVIS)(RM)
1-New York 670
1-New York 670

(20)

COPIES CONTINUED:

CLASS. 6, EX. 4 12-18-82
REASON: FII, 12-18-82
DATE OF REVIEW 3-22-82

BLOCK STAMP

100-175319 - 25
SEARCHED INDEXED
SERIALIZED FILE

NEW YORK
NY 100-169939

COPIES CONTINUED:

1-New York (45)
1-New York (45)
1-New York (45)
1-New York (100-175315) (J. LEVACK) (42)
1-New York (100-155453) (COLFFAK) (42)
Daniel Berrigan will be released today on bail. On February 24, 1972 there will be a demonstration at Danbury Prison sponsored by the Harrisburg Defense Committee.

After the demonstration at Danbury Prison there will be a "New England pilgrimage for peace and freedom". This will be a march by those demonstrators at Danbury Prison to Harrisburg where they will hold a short press conference.

Berrigan will come to New York City as soon as he is released.

If one goes to Danbury to demonstrate and needs housing he may contact the following:

FRED CARPENTER
Danbury, Connecticut
telephone number 203-744-2903

Page Miller
Danbury, Connecticut
743-5037

Barbara Jenkins
Waterbury, Connecticut
757-8651

Ruth Tewksbury
Danbury, Connecticut
754-3542

The above information was issued by Tom Davidson.

The Noreen (pamphlet) previously reported on in female hands of the New Hampshire Peoples Coalition for Peace and Justice (PCPJ).

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREBY IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE.

CLASS. & RET. BY REASON: SC II 1-24-62
DATE OF REVIEW: 2-20-62
6-12-62
Mike Drobenare went to an unknown address for a meeting today, the address had phone number 431-6024.

There was a Mickey from the Peace Parade Committee (PPC) in the PCPJ office today. He is a white, male, 190 pounds, approximately 25, five feet nine inches, heavy build, shoulder length straight brown hair.

The following were found in Barbara Webster's phone book: Sue Leitner, 175 West 93rd Street, New York, New York, telephone number 665-9193, Steve Schere, PPC, telephone 343-6570; Florida Platform, Post Office Box 17521, Tampa, Florida, 33612.

The Florida Platform appears to be a mailing address for a peace organization.

The following information was also located in Webster's phone book:

As of November 15, 1970 there were 332 Prisoners of War alive in North Vietnam. Twenty have died, of that twenty fifteen died of wounds while parachuting and five died of disease. Nine have been released.

Webster left on February 23, 1972 for Washington D.C. and will be back February 25th.

The 9000 letters being mailed by PCPJ in their fund raising effort will be mailed from the 32nd Street Westside Post Office.

Michael Drobenare is in New York City at the present time.

Alex is still in New York City and is growing a full beard.

During a conversation concerning information received at (name unknown) was attempting to locate stated that
has had numerous conversations with John Lennon and his wife about becoming active in the New Left movement in the United States and that Lennon and his wife seem uninterested. Can't seem to convince them they should become more active. It was his opinion Lennon and his wife are passe about United States politics.
TO: SAC, BOSTON
FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-169939)
SUBJECT: PCPJ SM-NEW LEFT
Date prepared

Date received 2/2/72 Received from (name or symbol number) b2 610 Received by

Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks)
☑ in person ☐ by telephone ☐ by mail ☐ orally ☐ recording device ☑ written by informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:
Dictated
Transcribed
Authenticated by informant

Brief description of activity or material
PCPJ Activity

Date of Report 2/1/72
Date(s) of activity 2/1/72

File where original is located if not attached b2 670

* INDIVIDUALS DESIGNATED BY AN ASTERISK (*) ONLY ATTENDED A MEETING AND DID NOT ACTIVELY PARTICIPATE. VIOLENCE OR REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES WERE NOT DISCUSSED.

Information recorded on a card index by

Remarks:

All necessary action taken.

1 - Boston (NHPCPJ) (RM)
1 - Washington Field Office (100-) (R. DAVIS) (RM)
1 - New York (42)
1 - New York (42)
1 - New York (42)
1 - New York (42)
1 - New York (J. RUBIN) (42)
1 - New York (100-172771) (MDC) (42)
1 - New York (100-21672) (D. DELINGER) (42)
1 - New York (100-175319) (J. LENNON) (42)
1 - New York

b7c

100 1 75319 26
Block Stamp

DECLASSIFIED ON 5-2-73
BY 1678 Rep/15/An.

(12) (w)
February 1, 1972

Renne Davis is staying at Jerry Rubin's house. May Day is at Odds with PCPJ.  

Dave Dellinger is still in a hospital in Boston. Some people in Harrisburg Committee said last Friday some government agents were around. Please find some 3" x 5" cards of key contacts in the Southwest. PCPJ is conducting a campaign of pledge signing. The pledge states that the signee will not support a war candidate. May Day promises that San Diego will be like Washington, but with 100 times the people.  

Davis and Rubin still run May Day, but do not wish the public eye to be cast upon them so they are running the party from the background.  

John Lennon is working very closely within May Day and there may be a Peace Concert next month in the Boston Garden. PCPJ refuses to pay any taxes, including the phone excise tax.  

Barbara Webster will most likely be in the office Thursday (Wait for my call)
Election Year Strategy Information Center
(Formerly known as the Allamuchy Tribe)

Reference is made to Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), memorandum dated February 28, 1972, and captioned as above.

Year Strategy Information Center (EYSIC) is no longer functioning. The organization ceased to exist approximately the first of March, 1972. Former members Jerry Rubin and Stewart Albert, upon dissolving EYSIC seem to have no definite plans regarding either the Miami Democratic National Convention or the Republican National Convention in San Diego. Rennard Cordon Davis who was also associated with EYSIC was last known to be in Florida.

Jerry Rubin and Rennard Cordon Davis, are both convicted defendants of the so called Conspiracy Seven Trial, Chicago, Illinois, in the period September, 1969 thru February, 1970; involving those persons earlier indicted for violation of the Federal Anti-Riot Statute.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
Election Year Strategy
Information Center

[Stewart Albert, that Albert was arrested on April 12, 1966, at Berkeley, California, along with other members of the Progressive Labor Party (PLP) while demonstrating in front of the Berkeley City Hall.

Progressive Labor Party

The PLP was founded in 1962 by individuals expelled from the Communist Party, USA, for following the Chinese Communist line. Its objective is the establishment of a militant working class movement based on Marxism-Leninism and MAO Tse-tung thought.

EYSIC is no longer operational. Youth Election Strategy, which started out as a political education arm of EYSIC is presently engaged in the production of films depicting the Automated Military Machinery used in Southeast Asia by the United States Army. The films are designed so as to be shown to demonstrators at the sites of the Republican and Democratic National Conventions. The source advised that John Winston Lennon was formerly associated with EYSIC, however shortly before the organization was dissolved, Jerry Rubin and Rennard Davis were apparently at odds with Lennon due to his excessive use of drugs.

John Winston Lennon. On February 2, 1972, Mr. Raymond Connolly, Immigration Officer, Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) New York City, advised that Lennon, Alien Registration Number A-17597321, first arrived in New York City on August 11, 1968, under a B-2 visitors visa. He subsequently departed the United States, and during his 1971 re-entry was granted another B-2 visa. Lennon is married Yoko Ono, Alien Registration Number A-19489154. They both entered the United States on August 13, 1971 and their visas were due to expire on February 29, 1972.

CONFIDENTIAL
Election Year Strategy Information Center

On March 14, 1972, Mr. VINCENT SCHIANO, Chief Trial Attorney, INS, New York City, advised that LENNON and his wife, on March 6, 1972 were served with an INS order to show cause why they should not be deported from the United States as over stayed visitors.

Mr. SCHIANO advised on March 16, 1972, that LENNON and his wife showed at INS, New York City on this date, however their hearing was delayed until April 18, 1972.

Peoples Coalition For Peace and Justice (PCPJ)

The PCPJ is self-described as an organization consisting of over 100 organizations using massive civil disobedience to combat war, racism, poverty and repression. Its National Office is located at 156 5th Avenue, New York City, Room 527.
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-175228) (C)

SUBJECT: ELECTION YEAR STRATEGY INFORMATION CENTER (BYSIC)
IS-NEW LEFT (CALREP) (00:NY)

ReNYtel dated 3/10/72.

Enclosed for the Bureau are ten (10) copies of an LHM captioned and dated as above. Copies are being designated for Miami, San Diego and WFO who have had a previous interest.

Copies of the LHM are also being designated to INS, 108th MIG, USA, SDNY and USSS, New York City for information purposes.

2 - Bureau (Encls. 10) (RM)
2 - Miami (Encls. 2) (RM)
2 - San Diego (Encls. 2) (RM)
2 - Washington Field Office (Encls. 2) (RM)
1 - New York (105-42122) (ALBERT) (42)
1 - New York (100-163425) (DAVIS) (42)
1 - New York (100-157178) (RUBIN) (42)
1 - New York (100-175319) (LENNON) (42)
1 - New York (100-169939) (PCPJ) (42)
1 - New York (100-174678) (CALREP) (42)
1 - New York

Approved: Special Agent in Charge

All information contained herein is unclassified except where shown otherwise.

CONFIDENTIAL
Captioned LHM is classified "Confidential", because it contains information furnished by confidential sources who are of continuing value; the unauthorized disclosure of which information would tend to identify them and thus be prejudicial to the national defense interest of the United States.

Due to EYSIC no longer being in existence as a functioning organization captioned case is being placed in a closed status by the NYO.
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Memorandum

TO: SAC New York (100-175319)

FROM: (Redacted)

DATE: 4/11/72

SUBJECT: John Winston Lennon

On this date

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 6/9/72 BY (Redacted)
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SEARCHED  INDEXED
SERIALIZED FBI FD
APR 11 1972
FBI - NEW YORK
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-469910) (ATTN: DID) AND SAC, WASHINGTON FIELD (100-55429)
FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-175319)

JOHN WINSTON LENNON, SM - NEW YORK

ON APRIL TWENTY-ONE INSTANT, A SOURCE WHO IS IN A POSITION TO FURNISH RELIABLE INFORMATION ADVISED THAT SUBJECT HAS BEEN OFFERED A TEACHING POSITION WITH NEW YORK UNIVERSITY (NYU) DURING THE SUMMER. NYU HAS APPARENTLY SENT SUBJECT A LETTER REQUESTING HIS AFFIRMATIVE ANSWER REGARDING THE POSITION AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS PRESUME THAT SUBJECT WILL ACCEPT.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

REFERENCE BUREAU TELETYPED DATED APRIL TWENTY, LAST.

NYO CONTINUING INVESTIGATION ON SUBJECT. LHM FOLLOWS.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FED-346 (Rev. 9-1990)</th>
<th>TO:</th>
<th>SAC, PHILADELPHIA (1-00-16999)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FROM:</td>
<td></td>
<td>PCP/RA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBJECT:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Philadelphia (RM)**

R. BERRIGAN

Please index STEVE SCHER, Peace Parade Committee, telephone number 345-6570.

**All necessary action taken.**

*REPUBLIC DESIGNED BY AN ARMED (ONLY ATTENDED MEETING AND DID NOT ACTIVELY PARTICIPATE).*

**VIOLENCE OR REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES WERE NOT DISCUSSED.**

**Authorizing Information**

Authenticated by

Brief description of activity or material

- Telephone
- Written by
- Oral

- Telephone
- Written by
- Oral

- Telephone
- Written by
- Oral

Date received:

Method of delivery:

- In person
- By mail
- By telephone
- Oral
- Recorded

Date of Report:

Date of delivery:

Remarks:

Information recorded on a card index by

Date prepared:

Jan 5 1972

File where original is located

195-
NY 100-169939
COPIES CONTINUED:

1 - Washington Field Office (100-__ ) (R. DAVIS) (RM) (45)
1 - New York (100-175319) (J. LENNON) (42)
1 - New York (100-175319) (J. LENNON) (42)
February 23, 1972

Daniel Berrigan will be released today on bail. On February 24, 1972 there will be a demonstration at Danbury Prison sponsored by the Harrisburg Defense Committee. After the demonstration at Danbury Prison there will be a "New England pilgrimage for peace and freedom". This will be a march by those demonstrators at Danbury Prison to Harrisburg where they will hold a short press conference. Berrigan will come to New York City as soon as he is released.

If one goes to Danbury to demonstrate and needs housing he may contact the following:

FRED CARPENTER
Danbury, Connecticut
telephone number 203-744-2903

Page Miller
Danbury, Connecticut
743-5037

Barbara Jenkins
Waterbury, Connecticut
757-8651

Ruth Tewksbury
Danbury, Connecticut
754-3542

The above information was issued by Tom Davidson.

The Noreen (phonetic) previously reported on is Noreen Banks of the New Hampshire Peoples Coalition for Peace and Justice (PCPJ).
Mike Drobenare went to an unknown address for a meeting today, the address had phone number 431-6624. 

There was a Mickey from the Peace Parade Committee (PPC) in the PCPJ office today. He is a white, male, 190 pounds, approximately 25, five feet nine inches, heavy build, shoulder length straight brown hair. 

The following were found in Barbara Webster's phone book: Sue Leitner, 175 West 93rd Street, New York, New York, telephone number 555-9193; Steve Schere, PPC, telephone 343-6570; Florida Platform, Post Office Box 17521, Tampa, Florida, 33612. 

The Florida Platform appears to be a mailing address for a peace organization. 

The following information was also located in Webster's phone book: 

As of November 15, 1970 there were 339 Prisoner of War alive in North Vietnam. Of that twenty, fifteen died of wounds while parachuting and five died of disease. Nine have been released. 

Webster left on February 23, 1972 for Washington D.C. and will be back February 25th. 

The 9000 letters being mailed by PCPJ in their fund raising effort will be mailed from the 32nd Street Westside Post Office. 

Michael Drobenare is in New York City at the present time. 

Alex is still in New York City and is growing a full beard. 

During a conversation concerning information received at the (name unknown) was attempting to locate stated that
has had numerous conversations with John Lennon and his wife about becoming active in the New Left movement in the United States, and that Lennon and his wife seem uninterested. can't seem to convince them they should become more active. it was his opinion Lennon and his wife are passé about United States politics.
Report on Benefit for JOHN LENNON and
structure of NYFU.

All necessary action taken
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(22) CLASS. 1 EXT. BY 6/21/62. REVIEW 6/12/62
After JOHN LENNON plugged it on the Dick Cavett Show, the benefit concert for the Attica Defense Committee turned a larger crowd than expected. Among the people who came were CTTO PHUMINGER & a party of 5 people. Security was tight. The AIO core group included RONALD ROSEN, JOSEPHINE PIZZINO (both now members of AIO), JAMES DUFFY, MAURICE WADE, and was led by WALTER TEAGUE. Also on security were WALTER APOCH (recently purged from AIO) LAWRENCE LEMBER, DIANE BANHAN, and STEPHEN RUDIANTE. The benefit was held at the Wash. Sq. Met. Ch. began at about 20:00, was ended about 1:30 Sunday morning by a bomb threat, and netted $2,000 for the Defense Comm and $200 for the WSM Ch.

At 15:00 the NYAC had a meeting on re-organization at its hq (93 B third Ave). The meeting was fruitless. The two factions are basically these: LAWRENCE LEVY and HENRY MALTZKY want to form a more, intellectually oriented group which functions as a study group, at least at the outset. ROBERT HINES, EUGENIE R. JOSEPH, SUSAN LIMU, WILLIAM SMITH, LESTER BAUM, and some unidentified members of the Prison Collective (on arm of NYAC concerned w prisoner liason) wish the group to become more action oriented feeling that any form of movement toward the study group idea is a cowardly retreat.

Other facts:
John & Yoko Wait & Wait

A decision in the deportation proceedings against former Beatle John Lennon and his Japanese-born wife, Yoko Ono, may not be reached until September, the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service said yesterday.

The government and the defense were to have submitted briefs by July 1, but they are still waiting for a transcript of the May 17 hearing.

Special inquiry officer Ira Fieldsteel, who is hearing the case, will be away in August, and so a decision is not expected until September.

The government wants to deny Lennon permanent residence here because of a 1968 marijuana conviction in England.

Pacific Telephone & Telegraph asked the U.S. Supreme Court yesterday to stop a $145 million refund to its customers which was ordered by the California Supreme Court Tuesday. The California court denied Pacific Tel's $143 million rate increase.
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